TREBLEX
Solutions for industry

PRODUCT DATA SHEET

DYNA FUEL

DESCRIPTION
TREBLEX DYNA FUEL has superior water uptake ability over traditional fuel additives.
When DYNA FUEL emulsifies the water into the fuel, this allows the water to be vaporised and expelled
during combustion.
Water present in the fuel, from, for example, condensation in the tank and leaks etc, this can cause the
fouling of fuel tanks, lines and filters through the propagation of biological organisms such as
Cladisporum resinae. Water also facilitates the formation of sulphur acids, and accelerates corrosion.
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FEATURES

TREBLEX Dyna Fuel is more effective than other products at neutralizing the harmful effects of acids in
aged or high sulphur fuels, and in removing existing gum and varnish deposits, as well as reducing their
formation.
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TREBLEX Dyna Fuel provides the following benefits:

Enhances cleaner, more efficient combustion.

Helps reduce bio-fouling. (includes Biocide).

Retards ageing of fuel.

Helps clean tanks and lines.

Reduces harmful exhaust emissions.

Helps neutralise acids.

Emulsifies moisture in fuel tanks and lines.

Helps prevent formation of unwanted deposits.

Designed to suit all liquid hydrocarbon fuels.
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APPLICATIONS
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TREBLEX Dyna Fuel allows fuel to burn cleanly and efficiently
and helps keep injectors and combustion chambers clean.
DIRECTIONS
For Cars: add 50ml or more of Dyna Fuel to fuel tank.
For Trucks: Add 125ml or more of Dyna Fuel per 200L of fuel.
Where more viscous fuels are used, such as bunker fuels in power stations,
TREBLEX Dyna Fuel may be metered into the fuel tank outlet line at 1 part Dyna
Fuel to 4000 parts fuel or for the first initial treatment, 1:1000.

Package sizes:125ml, 250ml, 20L , 200L

Code: TDNF

SAFETY: Please read SDS sheet before use. Keep out of reach of children.
Information contained herein is accurate at the time of writing this document. However specifications change from time to time, please ensure that the specifications meet your requirements.
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